We obtain the first term in the asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator in a typical dumbbell domain in E2 . This domain consists of two disjoint domains Í2L, iV* joined by a channel Re of height of the order of the parameter e . When an eigenvalue approaches an eigenvalue of the Laplacian in ClL uClR , the order of convergence is £ , while if the eigenvalue approaches an eigenvalue which comes from the channel, the order is weaker: e| lne| . We also obtain estimates on the behavior of the eigenfunctions.
Introduction
In this paper we deal with the problem of the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator with Neumann boundary condition when the domain is singularly perturbed.
The prototype of perturbation of the domain we are interested in is the socalled dumbbell domain which consists of two disjoint domains Q.L and fiÄ joined by a thin channel R£ which approaches a line segment as the parameter £ approaches zero. To fix the ideas let us consider that we work in E2 and the channel is given by Re = {(x, y): 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < eg(x)} where g £ C'(0, 1) and g(x) > 0 for all x £ [0, 1] (see Figure 1 ).
The basic fact about the behavior of the eigenvalues for this kind of perturbation is the following: if {pk}kxLl are the eigenvalues of -A in Qe Ql u Qr with Neumann B.C., if {tj}Jti are the eigenvalues of the operator -j(gux)x in (0, 1) with Dirichlet B.C. and if we denote by {Xn}™=y = ÍMk}^ U{t7}~[ , ordered and counting the multiplicity, then if {Xen}^L{ are the eigenvalues of -A in Çïe = QL U Re U QR , with Neumann B.C., we have, Xn -^=^ Xn.
This result gives us a characterization of the eigenvalue behavior under this kind of perturbation and allows us to sketch a bifurcation diagram of Xßn with respect to the parameter e (see Figure 2) .
Notice that the eigenvalues of -^(gux)x in (0, 1), with a Dirichlet B.C., play a role since they are the limit of the eigenvalues of -A in Re, with a Dirichlet B.C. in Te = dRe n <9Q and Neumann everywhere else (see [11] ). The case g = 1 and dimension greater than or equal 3 was studied by Jimbo in [15] . He also obtained nice estimates on the L°° behavior of the eigenfunctions. The work in [13] includes results in this case also.
For the case g ^ 1, see the work in [17] , where they obtained this kind of result even for an A-dumbbell domain, that is, a family of A pairwise disjoint domains joined by several thin channels.
In a much more general setting, including the case where the channel presents a high oscillating boundary (RE = {(x , y): 0 < x < I ,0 <y < eg(xs~a)} with 0 < a < 1 ), or even, in dimension d > 3, where the channel approaches a manifold of dimension d -k for k-\,...,d-\, this result was studied by the author in [1] , [2] . Many other authors have studied similar kinds of singular perturbations of the domain in different situations; see [5] , [6] , [7] , [14] , [18] , [22] , [12] , [11] .
For other kinds of singular perturbations the reader is referred to [3] , [21] , [19] , [20] .
g_,o
It is clear that from the fact that k£n-► k" we simply obtain the continuity at e = 0 of the branches depicted in Figure 2 , and in order to draw a more accurate bifurcation diagram we will need to analyse the asymptotic behavior as £ -> 0 of the quantities kEn-kn. In this direction there are some results.
Jimbo and Morita in [17] treated the case of an A-dumbbell domain. In this case it it clear that kE £-> > 0 for / = 1, ... , A, while kEN+l is uniformly bounded away from zero. They were able to prove that kE = C¡ed~x + o(sd~x), for i = I , ... , N , where d is the dimension of the ambient space, and C, are certain constants which depend on the geometry of the domain.
Jimbo in [16] is able to obtain the first term in the asymptotic expansion of ken for a typical dumbbell domain, in dimension d > 3, where the channel is straight, that is, g = 1, and with the essential condition that {pk} n {t,} = 0 and kEn approaches an element of {pk} . He obtains that ken = pk + C"sd~x + o(ed~x). In this work nothing is said about the case when kEn approaches an element of {t,} .
In [6] , the authors find upper bounds for \k£" -k"\, obtaining that
In this paper we will work with a typical dumbbell domain in R2 with a general g £ Cx(0, 1). We will consider a k" with the condition that k"-X < k" < kn+x and we will be able to obtain the first term in the asymptotic expansion of kEn -kn , as £ -y 0, for both situations: (a) k" = pk and (b) kn = xk . Actually, we will obtain the constants Ak and Bk , such that (a) If kn = pk for certain k , then kE" = pk+Aks + o(s).
(b) If kn = Tk for certain k, then Bk < 0, and kEn = Tfc+Jßfc£|ln£| + 0(£|ln£|).
Notice that the rates obtained for (a) and (b) are different. Case (a) is in accordance with the result from [16] , which was obtained for dimension d > 3 and with g = 1 .
Case (b) is new and as far as the author knows it has never been established, not even for the case g = 1 . We can also see the upper bounds obtained by [6] are not optimal.
With this result now we can draw a more accurate bifurcation diagram (see With respect to the case of a multiple eigenvalue, we will just mention that, for the case where d > 3 , g = 1, kr-X < kr = ■ ■ ■ = ks < ks+x and kr, ... , ks £ {xk}, the rates were obtained in [16] . But, for example, in the case where k"-X < k" = kn+x < kn+2 and kn = pk, kn+x = Xj for certain k and j, the asymptotic expansion is essentially different from the one obtained in case (a) or (b). This will be treated in a subsequent paper.
Notation and main results
In this section we make precise the notation and the results stated in the introductory section.
We will consider a fixed smooth and bounded open set fiel2, with the property that there exists an / > 0 such that Qn {(x, y): x2+y2 < I2} = {(x, y): x2 + y2 < I2, x < 0}, Qn {(x, y): (x -I)2 + y2 < I2} = {(x, y): (x -I)2 + y2 < I2, x > 1}, Q. n {(x, y) : 0 < x < 1, -/ < y < 1} = 0, so that {(0, y): -I < y < 1} u {(1, y) : -I < y < 1} c 9Í2. Notice that we do not specify any connectedness property on Q.. Therefore we could have the situation from Figure 1 or even the one from Figure 4 .
Let B c dQ. be a regular part of the boundary of Q, possibly empty, with the property that Bn({(0,y): -I < y < 1} u {(1, y): -I < y < I}) = 0 . We will consider the following eigenvalue problem: -Acp = pcp, Q, tp = 0, B, dcp_ dn and we will denote by {pn}nxLx tne set °f eigenvalues of (2.1) ordered and counting multiplicity, and by {cpn}^ the corresponding set of orthonormalized eigenfunctions. Let g £ C'(0, 1), and define Re = {(x,y): 0 < x < 1,0 <y < eg(x)} C R2, r¿ = {(0,y):0 < y < eg(0)}, Tf = {(l,y):0 < y < eg(l)} where e e (0, £0) for some small £0. Denote also T, eigenvalue problem Denote by {xn}n*Lx the set of eigenvalues of (2.2) ordered and counting multiplicity and by {yE"}^Lx the corresponding set of orthonormalized eigenfunctions.
Let {(t" , yn)} be the eigenpairs of the problem
It is well known that the following result holds: Theorem 2.1. For all n £ N, we have XEn -Xn = 0(E2) , \\7E" -(f" , ^'^mR^'^nWl^ = 0(E2). For the proof of this result see [11] or [1] . Define the domain Q£ = Í2 U T£ U R£. Consider the eigenvalue problem:
and denote by {kEn}nv=l the set of eigenvalues of (2.4) and by {(Pn)^ the corresponding set of orthonormalized eigenfunctions. Define (2) (3) (4) (5) (Wi-ÍMmUít,}«;,, always ordered and counting the multiplicity. Let E be a bounded, linear extension operator from Hl(Q) to //' define the functions y/E = Ecf)k , if k" = pk, (2 (1)]2)/tt only depends on g and therefore the estimate (2.11) only depends on R£. Thus, for different Q but without changing R£ we will obtain the same expression. Notice also that the constant QPk((pk(0, 0), 4>k(l, 0)) depends on both Q and R£.
If we consider the case g = 1 , the constant QPk(4>k(0, 0), 4>k(1, 0)) is exactly the same one found in [16] .
It is important to mention that in case (b) it is always obtained that kEn < xk for £ small. Also, taking into account Theorem 2.1 the same asymptotic behavior holds for the quantities kEn -t| .
We will also be able to obtain precise estimates of the behavior of the eigenfunction cpEn on Q and on R£. Before stating the results in this direction we need to introduce some notation that will be used throughout the paper.
We will denote by po = (0, 0), px =(1,0) and p will represent a generic point of I2.
B(p, p) will represent the open ball centered at p and with radius p. Denote by (r^, 0O) polar coordinates of R2 centered at po and by (rx, 8X) polar coordinates of R2 centered at px . Consider the following (see 
where C$kk is the solution of -j¡(gC')' = pkÇ in (0,1) with boundary conditions
A natural tool to obtain the results stated above is the min-max characterization of the eigenvalues, which says that kEn can be obtained as A«=minjÇi|fit; x £ HX(Q£)X = 0 in B, (x,tf)Qc = 0, i = 1, ... , n -11.
I llalla J It is clear that to obtain upperbounds on the behavior of kEn we will need "good" test functions and the closer the test function is to the actual eigenfunction the better estimate is found. Also, once the upperbounds are obtained, (Section 4), one needs to deal directly with the eigenfunction, perform a hard analysis of its behavior in Q and R£ and basically end up proving that the test functions originally chosen to get the upperbounds are really close to the actual eigenfunctions. From here we will obtain the lowerbounds and as a byproduct we will also prove Theorem 2.7 (Section 5). This is the basic idea in the proof, and it is clear now that we will need to understand the behavior of the eigenfunctions in Q and in R£.
In order to illustrate how this analysis is done, let us consider the simple case g=l.
If (Pf, is an eigenfunction and we define y/£(x) = | JQ£ cpEn(x, y)dy, we will have that y/£ satisfies the equation -4Vc)xx=Kv*, xe(0, 1),
in other words, y/£ = Ç"rbc where a£ = T£L(<pEn), b£ = TR((pn) and if** is defined by (2.13).
Moreover, from the second Poincaré inequality, we will have that i2 \<Pn -VellL < Ce2
Re dy Thus, the function y/£ is close to the actual eigenfunction cpEn and this gives us the hint that we should consider the family of functions ¿¡"' as possible test functions on the channel.
For case (a), we know already that <pn\n -> <f>k . From this, we can "expect" that T£(cpEn) 8~" ■> <pk(po) and TR(<pEn) £~* > 4>k(P\) ■ Moreover, since kEn e > pk and p £ {Xj}, weknowthat ||^'6-%*||^i(Ät) = o(e). Therefore, heuristically we can "expect" that cpEn behave like (pk in Q and like ^\Po),<t>k (p\) in R£.
For case (b), we know that \\ç>"-e~l/27k\\m{Re) -^^ 0 and ||^||Wi(n) -£=!0
. If we use as a test function
we will not go further than proving kEn < Xk . Moreover, from the fact that an eigenfunction does not vanish identically in an open set one can deduce that a "good" test function for this case must have some nonvanishing and relevant component in Q. The key point in this case is to analyse the behavior of the eigenfunction in Q. Since kEn-> t¿ and we are assuming xk £ {pn}, that is, we do not have a resonance phenomenon in Q, we will be able to prove that WVnWh -°(ll^«lln) (Corollary 5.2). This result and the fact that kE" comes from a minimization problem suggest that cpEn should behave like a harmonic function with certain values in Y£ and decaying to zero as we move away from Te (that is, the weight of cpn is concentrated around T£). It must seem clear now that a candidate for the test function must be f a,///-+ ß£n? , in Q, (2.24) T£ = I h£(x) + e x,2yk, in R£, where a£, ß£ are two real parameters, h£(x) is the linear function which satisfies h£(0) = a£, h£(\) = ß£, and n£ , nR are defined by (2.16).
Some lemmas
In this section we want to prove some lemmas that will be used throughout this paper.
Lemma 3.1. The function
is continuous, and for any compact set K c R+\{t"} there exists a constant
Moreover, if k£ £ R\{x"} and k£ c^ » xn for some x", we have N 2 * P&=U!^*w^»
where f(e, a, b) satisfies the condition that there exists a constant C independent of £, a, b such that \f(s, a, b)\ < C(a2 + b2), for i = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. From the linearity of (2.13), we have that <¡£■6 = a£]■ ° + bt?k>' . From this decomposition, the continuity of (3.1) and the bound (3.2) are easily obtained. Assume now that k£ -> x", and for simplicity let us denote t\ -Ç% ■b . -(gh')' = 0, in (0,1),
Notice that h can be found explicitly as
Since by definition ¿^ = h at jc = 0, Thus, statements (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10) prove (3.3).
To prove (3.4) and (3.5) we proceed in a similar way. Notice that which trivially satisfies 1/3(6, a, b)\ < C(a2 + b2). This proves (3.5). Now (3.4) can be obtained from (3.3) and (3.5) . This proves the lemma. In the proof of the results we will need to consider a change of variables which will transform the domain R£ into Q£ = (0, 1) x (0, e). This change of variables is given by the following transformation: (3.16) L£:Q£^R£, (x, y) -. (x, y) = (x, g(x)y) (see [11] , [1] and from the second Poincaré inequality, ||ae -W£\\l2(dl) < C||Vft,||£2(0L) which implies that \a£ -TELy/£\ < C||Vft,||¿2(Dí.) .
Since DL c R2 we know that || Wellig) = \\^¥e\\mDL e^O tm' 0 and thus \ae -T£Li//£\ -£-» 0.
In the same way we can obtain \a£ -TeLi//e\ --» 0 and therefore \T£Ly/£ -T£ ft | E-> > 0, which proves the lemma. Proof. Just use the definition of the functions ft£ given by (2.6) and the fact that the measure of the channel R£ is of the order of e . Notice that we have to distinguish two cases, according to k¡ = pk and k¡ = xk .
Upper bounds
In this section we start the proof of Theorem 2.5. We will first obtain upper bounds for kEn with the aid of a good test function. Therefore, let us fix n £ N and assume kn-X < kn < kn+x . We will need to distinguish two cases: (a) Assume k" -pk for certain k £ N. Consider the following function: Xe = E£k4>k where ££ is defined in (3.34), and cf>k is the eigenfunction corresponding to pk. Notice that Xc cannot be used directly as a test function for kE" since it needs to satisfy the orthogonality conditions with respect to the previous n -1 eigenfunctions: cp\, ... , <p"_x ■ We do this in the following way. Consider the linear space span{ft£, ... , y/E_l, Xe}, where y/E is defined by (2.6), which has dimension n and therefore there exists a nonzero function ft £ span{fte, ... , y/"-X > Xe} which is orthogonal to the (n -1) dimensional space generated by the first (n -1) eigenfunctions cp\, ... , cpEn_{ . Hence, we can assume the existence of a nonzero vector a\, ... , aEn such that, if ft = Y!\Z\ a£M + anXe, then kEn < ||Vft|&c/||ft|& , or equivalently, IIVftll^-A'llftll^O.
But the expression HVftH^ -¿fjft ||q can be regarded as a quadratic form of the column vector a = (a\, ... , a")T given by the n x n symmetric matrix QE with entries The first two estimates come directly from Lemma 3.9. For the third one we use first the definition of Xt and Lemma 3.8, so that qin -(Vft£, V^*)Ä£ -¿«(ft, £ikk)Rt + 0(e). If ki = ps we obtain that qin = 0(e), while if k¡ = xs we obtain, via integration by parts, that qin = (pk ~ Kt)Í7s, ÇpîYiR, + 0(e) = o(l)o(e'/2) + 0(£) = o(£1/2).
Thus, if there exists a nonnegative eigenvalue of the matrix Q£, say e£, we necessarily must have det(£)£ -e£I) = 0. Expanding this determinant by the last column we have "«-i 
Lower bounds
In this section we obtain the lower bounds on the eigenvalues and estimate the eigenfunctions, proving both, Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.7. For this we will need to make a careful analysis of the behavior of the eigenfunction on Q and on R£.
The first proposition gives us information on Ci.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that pr-X < pr = ■ ■ ■ = ps < ps+x for certain integers r < s. Let n £ N such that k% e~* > pr. Then, if we define ft = cpE" -2ZSi=r{<Pn, <t>i)ii<t>i. we have (5.1) llftlll, = 0(||Vft||à).
Proof. If Hftllfj = 0 there is nothing to prove. Thus, we can assume that Hftll2} > 0 for e small enough. In this case, (5.1) is equivalent to l^ftH^/llftH2} -y +00. Assume there exist a sequence, that we denote by e again, and a constant C such that IIVftH^/HftH^ < C. Define Xe = ft/llftlln, so that Xe£HxB(íl), Halla-1 and ||V*e|&<C.
We can choose a subsequence, denoted again by e , and a function x £ HB(Q) such that Xe £^ ' X weakly in HX(Q.), strongly in L2(Q), so that ||^||q = 1 and IIV^IIq < C. Notice that since ft is orthogonal to the space generated by (pr, ... , ft , in L2(Q), we will have that (x , ft )q = 0 for i = r, ... , s .
The function Xe satisfies the following equations:
-A/£ = au + {l¡"/'} ¿(tó, ftbft-, a, §7? = °-«i\(«ur«).
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Therefore, for any test function y/ £ C^°(Q\(Bupo Upx)) with the property that (y/, 4>i)a = 0 for i = r, ... ,s,we will have (VXe, Vy/)Q = kE"(x£, y/)a for e small enough, and going to the limit, If y/ £ HB(£l) we define y/ = y/-^2(y/, ft)cjft and we will have (V/, Vy/)n = ßr(x, V)q , but since x is orthogonal to [ft, ... , ft] we get that (Vx, V^)= pr(x, y/)n for y/ £ HB(il) and this implies that x is an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue pr which is orthogonal to the eigenspace generated by pr. This is a contradiction and the proposition is proved.
Consider the following Corollary 5.2. Assume kn-X < kn < k"+x and kn = xk for certain k. Then, (5.4) \\<PÎ\\h = o(\\V<pEn\\2n).
Proof. Immediate from the previous proposition.
We need to analyse the behavior of the eigenfunctions on the channel R£. For this, let us begin by defining the function ££ as the solution of the following problem:
-(gtx)x = kEngÇ-, (0,1),
which is well defined, with the condition that kE" 0 {t^} . We want to end proving that cpEn and ££ are close in a certain sense in HX ( and using that for all a, ß and for all a / 0, 2aß < a2a2 + ß ¡a2, we get Choosing a such that 1 -C2a2 = Cx > 0 and denoting by C2 = ^ we conclude the proof of the proposition. Now we are in a position to obtain the lowerbounds of kEn . For this, we will use in an essential way the previous propositions, Corollary 5.2 and the already obtained upperbounds of kEn . We will assume that k"-X < kn < kn+x and will need to distinguish two different cases.
(a) Assume k" = pk for certain k. In this case it is clear that there exists a constant C such that £)°f, a£7'.2 < C. Therefore, Proposition 5. To simplify the notation, we will denote a£ = T£(cpEn) and ß£ = TR(cpEn).
Again, from (4.5), we get that 
